Correlation between normal modes in the 20-200 cm-1 frequency range and localized torsion motions related to certain collective motions in proteins.
In certain biologically relevant collective motions, such as protein domain motions and sub-domain motions, large amplitude movements are localized in one or a few flexible regions consisting of a small number of residues. This paper explores the possible use of normal mode analysis in probing localized vibrational torsion motions in these flexible regions that may be related to certain collective motions. The normal modes of 10 structures of five proteins in different conformation (TRP repressor, calmodulin, calbindin D(9k), HIV-1 protease and troponin C), known to have shear or hinge domain or sub-domain motion, respectively, are analyzed. Our study identifies, for each structure, unique normal modes in the 20-200 cm-1 frequency range, whose corresponding motions are primarily concentrated in the region where large amplitude torsion movements of a known domain or sub-domain motion occur. This suggests possible correlation between normal modes at 20-200 cm-1 frequency range and initial fluctuational motions leading to localized collective motions in proteins, and thus the potential application of normal mode analysis in facilitating the study of biologically important localized motions in biomolecules.